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Meteorological Measurements of Surface Conditions in
East Antarctica in 2015
Products of research
This project will generate observational atmospheric data from 10 new meteorological instruments that will be deployed at various
locations across East Antarctica in January 2015. The meteorological data collected will be cloud height and temperature. The data
will be collected from the time of the station deployment (expect over several weeks in January 2015) until the following January (of
2016) when the stations will be removed. Latitudes, longitudes, and altitudes for each station are provided in an attached table.
The data will be logged in a storage module on the station, and collected at the end of the observing period (January 2016). It is
expected that the data collected for one month at each station will be approximately 300 KB, equating to approximately 3.5 MB per
station for the 12 month period. For the 10 stations, the total data collection will then be approximately 3.4 GB.
The observational data will be collected on board a 5 meter tall "station" that will house the cloud height and temperature instruments.
This data will complement existing temperature data from a suite of weather stations already present in the Antarctic, but the data
collected as part of this proposal will be at new stations. Also, cloud height data is not collected at the other weather stations.

Data format
The format of the data would be ASCII text files. It is anticipated that the data would be both .txt and .csv. These formats are ideal
for the small, easy to read data that we need.
We will utilize metadata for each dataset. Our metadata will include items such as:
- Logistical information - time/date, location, person installing the station, email of contact person, weather conditions at installation
- Instrument information - what instruments are installed, the companies that make the instruments, height above the snow surface,
etc.
- Information about the data, including formats, columns, units, etc.
We hope to use the World Meteorological Organization's standards for metadata as much as possible. These are well documented and
provide a general standard for atmospheric scientists.

Access to data, and data sharing practices and policies
The data will be accessible initially on our website, located at www.websitefordata.com. We regularly maintain this site (once/week),
and will have links where the data can be downloaded via a zip file. The data will be freely available on this website by the end of the
grant term (end of 2016). We will also submit the data to the US Antarctic Data Coordination Center (http://www.usap-data.org/), which
is a repository intended for long term storage of the data.
The data will be kept available on this website for at least 10 years past the end of the grant.
Citation of the data should be made through a journal article that we will submit describing the data. We will provide a description of
this journal article once it becomes published on the website where we house the data.

Policies and provisions for re-use, re-distribution and production of derivatives
There are no restrictions on using the data, other than proper citation.

Archiving of data
The data will be housed in an online repository at the US Antarctic Program Data Coordination Center, which will provide longer term
access. We will also provide backups on two machines - one on site, and one off site. A third copy will be kept on a tape that will be
kept in a completely different location.
The data will be regularly checked (~once/three months) to ensure its validity. The curator of the data will be the PI of the project (with
help of postdocs and graduate students in the group). Regularly scheduled meetings (once/three months) will be held to discuss the
data and ensure the PI is kept up to speed.
The data will be kept 10 years past the end of the project.
It is not anticipated that there will be much transforming of the data for long term preservation, other than zipping the text files.
Metadata (in text files) will be kept with the data. Any relevant code that may be used to transform the original text files will also be
cleaned up and stored with the data.
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